Engineers defeat Camels, 5-3

(Continued from page 12)

Connecticut team had taken the lead, the Engineers took it away from them.

Only 17 seconds later, with less than a minute left, Linde tied the score. With the puck at center ice, it popped out from the boards on the right and Linde began skating towards the net with it. Then, she said the Camel defender in a screen and put the puck low underneath the Connecticut net. All alone in front of the net, Bonugli tried jamming the puck in once again but the Camel goalie once more denied her the goal. As the puck rebounded off the goalie's pads, Bonugli's perseverance finally paid off as she flipped a shot into an empty net. With the Connecticut fans now screaming for the Camels to tie the score, the Engineers silenced them for good as they put the puck in the Connecticut net. All alone in front of the net, Linde tied the score, the Engineers silenced the Connecticut fans now clamoring for the Camels to tie the score. With the Connecticut fans now yelling, "You're gonna go down," the Engineers quickly silenced the Connecticut fans once and for all. The goal was all Bonugli as the MIT squad moved up the ice.

The third period was perhaps the most exciting since the Engineers were playing the best hockey they had played all afternoon. It was also the least exciting since it was essentially over in the first minute and a half of play.

With the Connecticut fans yellimg, "You're gonna go down," the Engineers quickly silenced the Connecticut fans when they scored less than a minute into the third period. The goal was all Bonugli as she set it up from the very first faceoff. The Camels won the face off but Bonugli stole the puck from the Connecticut defensemen to get a breakaway — she did not score but she got another found in the Connecticut zone. The puck stayed in the Connecticut zone and Bonugli took the next three shots on goal, each time coming inches within scoring.

Finally, the Camels moved the puck to the boards in the right corner but somehow a long pass made its way to the front of the Connecticut net. All alone in front of the net, Bonugli tried jamming the puck in once again but the Camel goalie once more denied her the goal. As the puck rebounded off the goalie's pads, Bonugli's perseverance finally paid off as she flipped a shot into MIT net. With the Connecticut fans now clamoring for the Camels to tie the score, the Engineers silenced them for good as they put the puck in the Connecticut net. All alone in front of the net, Linde tied the score, the Engineers silenced the Connecticut fans now clamoring for the Camels to tie the score.
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